Effect of magnetic nanoparticles size on rheumatoid arthritis targeting and photothermal therapy.
Nanoparticles based multifunctional system exhibits great potential in diagnosis and therapy of rheumatoid arthritis (RA). The size of nanoparticles plays an essential role in biodistribution and cellular uptake, in turn affects the drug delivery efficiency and therapeutic effect. To investigate the optimal size for RA targeting, Fe3O4 nanoparticles with well-defined particle sizes (70-350 nm) and identical surface properties were developed as model nanoparticles. The synthesized Fe3O4 nanoparticles exhibited excellent biocompatibility and showed higher temperature response under irradiation of near infrared light. Size-dependent internalization was observed when incubated with inflammatory cells. Compared with large ones, small nanoparticles were more readily be phagocytized, leading to higher cytotoxicity in vitro. However, the in vivo experiment in CIA mice demonstrated a quite different result that nanoparticles with size of 220 nm exerted better accessibility to inflamed joint and resulted in higher temperature and better therapeutic effect under laser irradiation. This study not only offered a novel method for RA therapy but also a guideline for RA targeted drug carrier design.